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GPS Riding is The World's First NFT Bike Racing Metaverse for non-crypto natives to
connect with like-minded sporty friends worldwide, be in communities and also earn
all at once.

The GPS ecosystem is broadly evolving with new developments in GameFi, SocialFi,
FitnessFi, and Metaverse that connect GenZers participating in healthy activities
together. Made by GPS - backed by community - evolved by blockchain.

On GPS Riding, besides players can ride, walk or run outdoors with an NFT bike or
physical bike to earn tokens, the ultimate passive income will also comes from bike
race metaverse  events, communities just race or vote and earn. That are designed to
make community feel more fair life and live a healthier lifestyle. Not only does it work
the brain, but it also encourages physical exercise to motivate the holistic wellness of
its players.

GPS Riding runs on the BNB Chain network, and is governed by $GPS tokens, used
for both utility of purchase NFTs, participate in game modes, racing competitions
and governance. 

GPS Riding, on the other hand, positioned to be one of the best mass-adoption
utility tokens in the digital economy where mainstream GenZers make millions of
micro-transactions.

We are at the very beginning of a long enjoyable journey. We believe in listening to
what GenZers has to say. We believe in the power of disruption and the importance
of decentralization to create a new system that acts in the best interest of next
generation, and building a new dynamic ecosystem is a big challenge, this is an
excited time ahead. Things are coming together.

Dream big. Start small. But most of all, start!

INTRO



OUR STORY
At the heart of GPS Riding tells the story of a young next-generation of innovators,
motivators and entrepreneurs in decentralized world. It’s a story of passion,
inspiration and above all, a driving vision to fitness metaverse that excite the senses
and create an experience of indulgent pleasure. We like to think of it as ‘an
innovative moment’, made by GPS - backed by community - evolved by blockchain.

Since the creating of GPS Riding, our vision dedicated to inspiring and educating
GenZers to making a difference to adopt healthy living and lifestyles. We have been
committed to working with our team to provide users with state-of-the-art
platform. We strive to redefine what's possible by combining web3 with game-fi,
sport-fi in order to provide fun and effective earning for optimum health,
embracing the decentralized and democratized nature of crypto.

Our dream is fueled by our dedication to health, wellness and social responsibility.
Most of all, we are a passionate blockchain dedicated to bringing the most
innovative, healthy, truly digital platform to the world. 

Even now that original vision still drives our GPS Riding mission. Our purpose-build
blockchain-based fitness mobile app and metaverse bike race platform and a
dedication to continuous innovation and the development of new ecosystem will
keep GPS at the forefront of modern NFTs culture and built a name and a
reputation synonymous with that feeling of relaxed indulgence. GPS Riding will
intend to continue launching new innovation of new products into crypto market
on a yearly basis, meeting a broad set of users need-states with cutting-edge,
technological-grade solutions.



We truly care about GenZers' financial side and mental wellness. That is why the
entire GPS Riding products range has been carefully crafted with results in mind,
based on business research. By combining our passion for health and wellness with
dedication to pure NFTs we aim to make the journey to improved financial freedom
just a little bit easier for everyone.

GenZers priortizes a work-life balance more than previous generations, they care very
much about the planet, and also its people. An important goal for the GPS ecosystem
is to encourage peer-to-peer interaction, supporting a culture of engagement and
sharing. Our business decisions continue to be guided by our values and our
commitment to young people, planet and purpose in decentralized world, not by
price volatility alone.

At GPS Riding, we believe that health and vitality are a priority. With so many hassles
in life today, we decided to create our own metaverse platform. We are so proud to
share our unique R2E web3 metaverse platform with young generation just like yours
because we know one thing is true - you deserve the best.

Life is too short to be spent in discomfort . Everyone deserves good health and
fairness, and we truly think that our platform can help change your life in the same
way that they've changed ours! More than just a fitness app and metaverse R2E
racing platform, we are here to support you every step of the way in your journey for
an optimal mind, body and soul. GPS Riding is not just a blockchain-based platform,
it’s a passion - to help you achieve the purely optimal lifestyle.



ECOSYSTEM
 

1. GPS FIT APP

GPS Fit App is a social fitness app that
reward you tokens for accomplishing your
step goal. It is a combination of step
counter, route planner and ride  tracker,
and it pays you for both.

The app works by tracking your outdoor
steps using GPS location and verifying
them through the app’s own algorithm.
The app integrates with the Apple Health
app via Healthkit.

Simply by, you start to earn by biking,
running, walking, and other physical
activities. Start recording your ride on the
Ride with GPS app with just a single tap.
Record your run, map a cycling route and
analyse your exercising with all the stats.

GPS Fit calls itself a “habit change
platform,” as it motivates young people to
practice a healthy lifestyle while caring for
the environment.

It rewards you for doing new physical
activities, such as cycling your way to the
office instead of using public
transportation or walking your way to the
mall instead of using your car. Its main
goal is to support your health while
sustaining a clean environment.

GPS FIT APP

How To Earn:

�. Create an account by downloading the app on
the Apple App Store or Google Play Store.

�. Check all the activities available in the app
and start tracking them to earn token.

3. The app measures your outdoor walk distance via
your phone’s GPS and motion sensors. For your
indoor walk and running activities, the app uses
your phone’s accelerometer to record your activity

4.  For every mile of biking, you earn GPS token. If
you choose to run or walk, you earn more per mile.
A 5% commission is charged for the benefit of the
app ecosystem.

5. You can earn more tokens by sharing the app to
your Facebook and Twitter friends or beating those
who are on the leaderboards. You may also team
up with your friends and acquire more rewards.

6. Once you successfully accomplish a biking, GPS
tokens are automatically deposited into your 
wallet.

7.   Once you received your tokens reward, you can
hold them or trade on Dex/Cex exchanges. You may
also donate your tokens to an environmental
charity or a cause.



2. NFT BIKE RACING

METAVERSE MARKETPLACE

GPS Riding launches of the World's First
NFT Bike Racing Metaverse Platform
powered by the GPS NFTs where anyone
can bike and earn, and  contribute to
ecosystem.

GPS bike racing universes via digital
platforms allow players buy, rent and sell
NFT bikes with token to earn. Unlike racing
in real life, the difference is that all racing
events are digitalized. Yes, it is a digital bike
race ownership. A digital bike will be either
fully owned by a user or shared by multiple
users in fractional shares. Users can buy
exclusive NFT bike with $GPS or joining a
race to share profits when racing. In the
future, GPS Riding will build for tokenizing
real world assets, all NFT bikes are backed
by physical counterparts.

Players will also be able to upgrade and
then earn profits by selling bikes to
collectors and investors. The overall value of
any NFT bikes will be determined by its
rarity, speed, stamina, and recovery. Our
NFT bike reacing webapp and app platform
allows you to see results, current standings,
winnings and more.

The main function of GPS is offering bike
racing events. Users can generate income
when bike run in races and a percentage of
the prize pool will be paid to the top three
bike in any race.

1.What can be done at GPS NFT Bike Racing?

Buy and upgrade virtual bikes

NFT bike marketplace

Results, tournaments, events, bonus rewards.

GPS NFT bike race community

Genetic Algorithm (GA) and BSC smart contract

Algorithm calculates results based on RNG, watch live
streaming

AI, Space-time and Quantum technology

Winners take % all participants fee and the prize pool

2.What wallet is supported?

If you want to benefit from racing on the GPS Bikerace
NFT metaverse platform, you will find that there is a
native token that is used. The GSP token is used to
perform all transactions, including any entry fees for
races, user rewards, and NFT sales. $GPS is secured by the
BSC blockchain and provides a safe way to engage in
crypto investing.

All users can earn GPS tokens that can then be traded on
exchange platforms. These tokens are earned by taking
part in races, upgrading bike, or hosting races at their
own racecourse. At this time, tokens are stored in the
secure Metamask wallet.



4. Important Bike Race
Metaverse NFT Marketplace Features

When it comes to NFT marketplace development,
integrating the following features into the platform can
contribute to its success.

Rarity: It encourages consumers to keep extremely rare
NFTs.

  3D Display: A 3D Display provides people with
enhanced enjoyment and pleasure.

Social Relationships: Improves the quality of social
interactions.

Interactive Experience: gives an interactive experience
regardless of the physical presence of the user.

Decentralization: Because there is no need for a third
party, it is entirely decentralized.

Peer-to-peer (P2P) Interactions: Peer-to-peer (P2P)
interactions allow for secure asset transactions.

Tokenization: Allows users to quickly and easily tokenize
their assets.

NFT Wallet Integration: Buy, sell, and store NFTs with the
NFT wallet integration.

Two-factor authentication: Ensures that you can log in
quickly and safely every time.

  Multi-layer Security: Multi-layer security protects your
platform from hackers and keeps them out

NFT Storage: IPFS and Filecoin storage are used in NFT
Storage solutions.

Interoperability: Platform should allow other coins in the
crypto-verse to operate on it, making it a global
marketplace that transcends boundaries.

3. How to Start with NFT Bike Race

If you want to get started with digital bike
racing and benefit from upgrading live NFT
bikes, the first step is to make use of
Metamask.

After you have Metamask in place, just
follow these steps to get started. You will
soon be able to have your own route, buy
bike, enter them in races and choose
whether to upgrade and create a new
model that could fetch thousands!

�. Create a new member account on GPS
platform

2. Have available BNB to create a stable and
purchase your first bike

3.  Search for races and enter your bike in
any listed race by paying the entry fee.

4.  If the bike wins, you will win token
credited to your account!

5. Continue to improve your route by buying
more bike or start upgrading.



TOKENOMICS



$GPS Token Metrics & Distribution Model

Total Circulating Supply: 5,000,000,000 $GPS tokens

Seed Price : 0.002 US$ 

Private Price: 0.0035 US$

Public Price: 0.005 US$

TGE Price: 0.01 US$

Initial Market Cap: 475,000 US$

In terms of distribution, this is what it looks like:

5% Seed Round: Tokens for supporting initial market research and early product development

10% Private Sale: Tokens are available for strategic partners and institutional investors. The private sale
round has a lower rate than the public sale, have long-term companionship with the project.

2% Public Sale: Token is launched in the market, open access to the public and is made available to all
investors for purchase.

25% Ride To Earn: Tokens for rewarding users to earn GPS through running, walking, biking and
racing activities. This is to encourage user participation in the game and to maintain traction.

16% Staking Rewards: Tokens are incentive that GPS Ecosystem provide to users. The staking period
will last three years after launch, this will encourage long term holders to participate in staking and
earn rewards.

5% Treasury: Tokens will be reserved for foundation to help protect the future and long term growth
of the platform.

14% Team: To ensure that project's team and founders stay aligned with our project and token holders
on a long-run.

5% Partners & Advisors: These tokens are allocated to the project advisors, who help to consult, guide,
and support the project in all related activities.

15% Marketing: Tokens for marketing, ecosystem-building initiatives, scale project to new global
markets, growth, partnerships, and exchange listings.

3% Liquidity: GPS will be adding liquidity pools to several Dex and Cex to ensure a healthy secondary
market, enable the trading pairs for GPS.



Token Release Schedule

Seed Round: 10% on TGE, linear vesting over 10 months

Private Sale: 15% on TGE, linear vesting over 10 months

Public Sale: 20% on TGE, linear vesting over 6 months

Ride To Earn: 0% on TGE, linear vesting over 10 months

Staking Rewards: 0% on TGE, linear vesting over 12 months

Treasury: 0% on TGE, linear vesting over 12 months

Team: 0% on TGE, 12 months cliff, then linear vesting over 20 months

Partners & Advisors: 0% on TGE, 12 months cliff, then linear vesting over 20 months

Marketing: 15% on TGE, linear vesting over 10 months

Liquidity: 50% on TGE, linear vesting over 10 months

Usage of Fund Raised



 ROADMAP

Q3/2022
 

Website redesign
Seed/Private/Public
sale
Dex listing
CoinMarketCap listing
CoinGecko listing
Community growth
First smart contract
audit
Marketing campaign
Metaverse planning

 Cex listing
 Fit beta app testing

Metaverse marketplace
design development

Q4/2022
 

Aggressive marketing
Partnership with
global bike race
organizations
Defi-staking
NFT Marketplace

 Fit app launch
More Cex listing

Q1/2023
 

Bridge to
Ethereum &
Polygon Layer 2
network
Marketplace
metaverse race
live
Live events
integration

 Top tier Cex listing
Bridge to Solana
network
First exclusive
sponsored event

 More Esport
metaverse game
development.

Q2/2022

NFTs, Metaverse
market research
and analysis

Team building

Platform design
and development

Smart contract
interaction setup

Website launch

Whitepaper
release

GPS is born



SWOT
Analysis
This SWOT analysis of
NFTs game market 
explores how this market
is both a benefit and a
cause for concern for GPS
Riding

Strengths Weakness 

Differentiation &
innovation 
 
Focus on research
and development 
 
Visionary
blockchain tech
 
Go global & act
local strategy 
 

Product flops

Limited startup cost

Disciplinary
Paradigms 

Egos

Global expansion
 

Grow demand of new
crypto and NFTs

models
 

High impact high
reward

 
Support innovative

system development 
 
 
 
 

Threat 
 

Fierce
competition

 
Technological

problem 
 

Team size
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Mission & Goals
Mission

Globally-focused fitness and esport metaverse platform dedicated to daily wellness and health demands. Building a
global crypto brand with longevity and sustainable organic growth for best in class web3 NFT metaverse technology.

Put the power of crypto in GenZers' hands. 

Goal #1
Focuses on intending to

become one of the
fastest growing fitness

and lifestyle
NFT metaverse esport

platform

Goal #2
Bring the right crypto-

powered
innovative products  to
the world, at the right

time to protect or
increase wealth for

the next-gen

Goal #3
Non-stop innovation to

become an Unicorn-
startup and leading 
web3 NFT metaverse

platform globally over
next years.



Target
Audience
GPS Riding branding and
futuristic aesthetic is clearly focused
on the Gen Z consumers, but we
believe our reach with the platform
isn't limited to that demographic
exclusively 

GenZers' desire for seamless
digital experiences, purpose, and
convenience. Buy based on
community and value. For many
GenZers, NFTs are not a fad but a
revolution in how to express
individuality. What Generation Z
cares about is exclusivity,
accessibility and proof of
ownership on social
networks. GPS Riding leverages
blockchain technology to create
personalized, tailored
experiences and ensure GenZers
are ambassadors for our
platform.

Millennials live at the
intersection of  fashion, lifestyle
and wellness. Millennials lead
the world to the early adoption
phase of crypto and have bulk of
their wealth in crypto.

Boomers and Gen X, it seems,
are just as excited about digital
currencies, with seven out of 10
already invested in crypto, or will
do so in the near future



Pain
Point 

Crypto is a powerful new
technology that holds a lot of
promise, but like all things
powerful it comes with equal
responsibility. Alongside the NFT
gaming boom was its counterpart,
the Metaverse, the NFT blockchain
technology has some challenges

Expectations Vs Reality: A lot of
project creators believe that
it’s very easy to be a part of the
NFT market — just tokenize a
piece of digital content and you
will have a long queue of people
with bags of money ready to buy
it.

Challenges #1

Challenges #2
Another pressing issue the
NFT gaming face today is the
imbalance of value creators
and value extractors
 

NFT gaming is in fact a zero-sum
game as for every token seller
who seeks to sell their tokens, a
willing buyer is required.

Challenges #3



Niche platform in high growth demands.

Focus on the digital young user experience

In the pipeline to capture potential

markets.

Forefront of creativity, which is the open

metaverse

Marketing
Mix

PRODUCT

Dynamic pricing strategy 

Competitive price for mass adoption

Value - based price

Prestige pricing

PRICE

Global expansion 

Dex exchange

Cex exchanges

Social trading, multi-asset

brokage platforms
 

PLACE

Organic brand and foundation content

Publish major events on calendars

PR, Press release and Social medias 

Celebrities and KOL influencers

PROMOTION



    Team

       Founder & CEO
    Vincent Tran 

Vincent is a thought-pioneer and dedicated young innovator in Robotics and blockchain
technology. He is leading all things at GPS Riding to build structure, vision, innovation and teams at
many levels - as a dev, board member, community member, and a leader of a mission-driven.

Prior to founding GPS Riding, Vincent has worked for Arevo, based in Silicon Valley, California,
develops technology to enable direct digital additive manufacturing of ultra-strong, lightweight
composite parts for end use applications in high volume, delivered world's first 3D printed carbon
fiber unibody ebike.

Before joining Arevo, he has worked as a senior tech engineer for SuriCog, a Paris-based AI
healthcare startup is building a unique expertise at the intersection of optoelectronics,
neurosciences, algorithms.

As huge advocates of finding blockchain ways to manage healthy living, Vincent is always on the
lookout for alternative to redesign the traditional healthcare and fitness to leverage unique fitness-fi
opportunities and identifying a number of game-changing initiatives in web3, fitness metaverse,
and new business models which shape the Gen Z market in GPS Riding's favor for years to come.

While he has a brain for the truly health and wellbeing space, his heart belongs to football and
riding a bike, coaching youth books, and quoting 90's comedies.

Vincent is also a big fan of the Tour de France.

Vincent graduated MSc from Sorbonne Université, Paris- France in Mechatronics, Robotics, and
Automation Engineer.

Vincent is based in Paris, France.



         CTO
          Dao Nguyen

Dao Nguyen is an AI and metaverse-focused innovation enthusiast. Utilizing the
growing potential of blockchain technology, Dao’s ambition was to democratize access
to web3 metaverse products for mass users.

He is passionate in Programming Languages and Compilers, Artificial Intelligence, and
Algorithm Design.

Dao graduated from the INSA Centre Val de Loire engineering school in France with
the ACAD option - computer science and machine learning.  

He is based in Paris, France.



            CFO
          Léonie Nguyen

Léonie heads up GPS Riding's capital team and work with fundraising for both GPS's
funds globally as well as supporting founders who are raising external capital. Léonie
ensures we handle our investors' money with great care and respect and that every
dollar is wisely spent.

She is the Co-founder and CEO of Stud'Valley Investment Company, the world’s first
financial investment service for students based in France.

Léonie is also the Co-founder and COO of marTi Labs, a French startup in design,
operation and marketing of websites, mobile applications and connected objects aimed
at promoting more eco-responsible consumption. Management, operation and
marketing to advertisers of advertising space.

Based in Paris, Léonie graduated from Université de Technologie de Troyes, France



         Full Stack Dev
             Sang Huynh

Sang is passionate about solving hard problems at massive scale. Bring his passion for
blockchain games and joy of enabling others as we build our web3 developer
experience. Build both customer facing and internal interactive web applications.

As a full stack developer in GPS Ecosystem team, Sang collaborate with a diverse
range of developers to develop solutions that will be used by external and internal
teams.

Prior to joining GPS Riding, Sang worked as a full stack developer for Paradox, is a
world leading PC games publisher based in Sweden. He is keen attention to detail,
problem-solving abilities and solid knowledge base are key essentials for success.



Metaverse Market Size



Summary
The potential of the NFTs metaverse game is immeasurable. We believe the digital bikes and
Move2Earn/Ride2Earn/Race2Earn  innovative concepts from GPS Riding will be
fast  - growing crypto trend and are much sought after by the community, promising to offer
many new and equally exciting elements to the present NFT metaverse  game.  Generation Z
have a generally strong understanding of the relationship between exercise and mental
health, NFT gaming and e-sports are growing in popularity, and quickly becoming
mainstream. GenZers are moving metaverse to the fore.
 
GPS Riding promises plenty of surprises in the imaginary Metaverse: a VR  world where the
impossible becomes possible.
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Website:www.gpsriding.com

GPS RIDING

Email: hi@gpsriding.com


